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The problem of “distortionless” viewing with terrestrial telescopic systems (mainly “binoculars”) remains
problematic. The so called “globe effect” is only partially counteracted in modern designs. Theories
addressing the phenomenon have never reached definitive closure. In this paper, we show that exact
distortionless viewing with terrestrial telescopic systems is not possible in general, but that it is in prin-
ciple possible in—very frequent in battle field and marine applications—the case of horizon scanning.
However, this involves cylindrical optical elements. For opto-electronic systems, a full solution is more
readily feasible. The solution involves a novel interpretation of the relevant constraints and objectives.
For final design decisions, it is not necessary to rely on a corpus of psychophysical (or ergonomic) data,
although one has to decide whether the instrument is intended as an extension of the eye or as a
“pictorial” device. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (080.2740) Geometric optical design; (110.6770) Telescopes; (080.1010) Aberrations




A common complaint heard from users of early ter-
restrial telescopes—mainly binoculars, but binocu-
larity will not be addressed in this paper—is that the
image appears unnaturally “like a spinning globe” or
“like a rolling ball” when scanning a scene. This is
known as the “globe effect.” This effect is not really
understood very well.
The industry has attempted to minimize the com-
plaints through the introduction of a certain amount
of pincushion distortion, an idea introduced by
Koehler [1] on theoretical grounds and by Sonnefeld
[2] on the basis of empirical psychophysics. The
origin of the effect has remained unclear. An effect
described by von Helmholtz [3] has been suggested,
but this is unlikely due to the fact that this effect
occurs in the stationary case. However, it seems
quite likely that eye movements play an important
role in the origin of the globe effect, whereas von
Helmholtz’s theoretical treatment of the subjective
curvature of objectively straight lines depends upon
Listing’s [4] Law of human eye movements (see
Section 2.C.4). An excellent, recent account of the
globe effect was published by Merlitz [5].
It is perhaps remarkable that the origin of the
globe effect remains in the dark, despite the fact that
the geometrical optics have been well understood for
almost a century [6,7]. It is evident that the problem
is not just one of geometrical optics, but that the
properties of the psychogenesis of human visual
awareness play a decisive role. It is of obvious inter-
est to arrive at generic rules that might be used in
the design of optical instruments without having
to seek recourse to ad hoc psychophysical research.
This paper is an attempt to do so for the special case
of terrestrial telescopy.
2. Modes of Seeing
“Designing for the eye” does not merely involve tak-
ing the anatomy and physiology of the human eye [8]
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into account. This is obvious from the fact that differ-
ent modes of visual awareness exist even in the case
of vision without any optical aids [9,10]. A simple ex-
ample is the visual awareness in the case of a real-
istic painting or a photograph. The observer may
either look at the picture and be aware of a flat object
covered with pigments in a certain configuration or
they may look into the picture and become aware of a
three-dimensional “pictorial space,” a phenomenon
known as stereopsis [11]. Stereopsis is often traced to
binocular disparity, in order to explain away the mys-
tery, but it has been known for centuries—e.g., by
visual artists—that stereopsis also occurs inmonocu-
lar vision [12–18]. Apparently, the psychogenesis
of human visual awareness comes in a variety
of modes.
The first to extensively discuss the issue of modes
of seeing was the German sculptor Adolf von
Hildebrand [19]. The issue sometimes comes up in
discussions of the phenomenology of human visual
awareness [20].
An understanding of these “modes of seeing” is
crucial in many applications. For instance, in an in-
sightful paper Slevogt [7] correctly distinguishes
matters of physics, mathematics, and psychology.
But he follows up by defining a set of conditions that
do not apply to the mode expected when using
binoculars to scan a scene, but a mode more typical
if looking at an extended object from a convenient
vantage point. Thus, he thinks of the psychological
factors as a fixed set of conditions or constraints,
whereas these really are very different for different
modes of seeing.
Depending upon the mode, the “visual system” re-
quires different properties from optical instruments
in order to make the user feel these instruments are
“extensions of the eye,” that is to say, are transparent
to the psychogenetic process. In this paper, I discuss
this for the case of terrestrial telescopic viewing.
A. Extensions of the Eye
When is an optical instrument an “extension of the
eye”? It is not easy to answer such a question in a
principled manner [21], but it is easy enough to come
up with examples that doubtless qualify. Contact
lenses, conventional spectacles, and viewers of the
Verant-type (see below) most certainly qualify. Micro-
scopes and high magnification telescopes almost cer-
tainly do not—they are much appreciated, for sure,
but they do not become “transparent” as a “part of the
body.” For binoculars and magnifying glasses, the
case is perhaps harder to decide. In the case of bin-
oculars, the globe effect (also called the “rolling ball”
or “spinning globe” effect) makes the instrument feel
like an artificial appendage and as irritating as
crutches may be.
Hence, there have been continued efforts to mini-
mize the irritation caused by the globe effect. This
has led to a corpus of both theoretical and empirical
work, which involves both theoretical geometrical
optics and human psychophysics and ergonomics.
In this section, I give a formal definition of “distor-
tionless” viewing (condition 1) and use it to derive
the necessary conditions to avoid the globe effect.
1. Optic Array and the Visual Field
For simplicity, I only consider the case of monocular
viewing here. This makes sense for a large part of
terrestrial telescopic observations, and it is sufficient
to address the problem of the globe effect. I consider
only the stationary observer, thus ignoring the phe-
nomena of motion parallax or optical flow. I also con-
sider only objects at large distances with respect to
the diameter of the eye ball, thus ignoring monocular
movement parallax.
The human eye rotates rather accurately about a
fixed point at the center of the eye ball. It may be
understood as sampling the space of “visual direc-
tions” present at the viewpoint. This space may be
parameterized by the points of a unit sphere, which
is called the “optic array” by Gibson [22]. Eye move-
ments cause rigid rotations of the optic array. Subjec-
tively, these rotations are discounted as self-induced
and thus not extero-specific. Consequently, they go
frequently unnoticed. In the case of terrestrial tele-
scopes, a similar observation holds for the effect of
head movements.
This immediately leads to an important condition
that any extension of the eye needs to fulfill:
Condition 1 Voluntary rotations of the eye or the
head (“scanning” behavior) should not lead to non-
rigid transformations at the level of the pupil.
If we consider the “optic array” as the input to the
optical instrument and the “field of view” as the input
to the eye proper, then the system should transform a
rigid rotation of the optic array into a rigid rotation of
the field of view. Any failure will be perceived as an
artificial perturbation and will expose the imaging
instrument as less than an extension of the eye.
The first instrument that explicitly addressed this
constraint was the Verant designed by von Rohr [23]
at Zeiss in collaboration with the Danish opthalmol-
ogist Gullstrand [24]. von Rohr placed the exit
pupil of a loupe at the center of rotation of the eye
ball and corrected both angular distortion and focus
differences. The Verant was designed for unit magni-
fication, also a necessary condition for the implemen-
tation of the constraint. The Verant instantly became
a major success [25], and it remains much better
than many contemporary viewing glasses. In the
literature of that era, the Verant was praised as a
“stereoscope for monocular viewing.”
Verant’s can still be found on flea markets,
although they have become rare. If one desires to
share in the experience, it is not hard to build one
from available parts, it is only necessary to under-
stand the principles. I find that one half of a conven-
tional symmetrical objective for a large technical
camera (e.g., a Rodenstock Apo-Sironar S [26]) works
well if the center of the eye ball is placed at the
intended position of the diaphragm. In order to
make this work, it is necessary to provide for some
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mechanical integrity, as was done in von Rohr’s de-
sign, because otherwise monocular movement paral-
lax will spoil the effect. For those who have never
experienced the correct viewing of pictures, such
an attempt is well worth the effort.
Can a similar design be made in the case of terres-
trial telescopes? Such systems are very different
from the Verant in that they typically involve an
angular magnification different from unity. This im-
poses a major problem because—due to the topology
of the sphere—there do not exist similarities on the
sphere other than the identity. This leads to the
important conclusion that
Conclusion 1 Condition 1 cannot be satisfied for
general scanning for the case of telescopic magnifica-
tion different from unity.
It is an important insight in view of the fact
that the search for a perfect solution has by nomeans
ended.
However, terrestrial telescopes are often used to
scan the horizon; think of marine (e.g., submarine
periscopes) and battle field applications (e.g., “trench
binoculars”). In this case, condition 1may be imple-
mented, although this implies systems that are not
rotationally symmetric about the optical axis.
Some intuitive thought—I give the heuristics
below—suggests that the transformations
T : S21 ↦ S
2
2;
T α0;μα; ε  fα0; ε0g;
fα0; ε0g  fμα α0;GμG−1εg; (1)
of the sphere S21 parameterized by azimuth α, eleva-
tion ε to the sphere S22 parameterized by azimuth α
0,
and elevation ε0 should suffice. The transformation
Tα0;μ is indexed by a parameter α0 designating the
panning and a parameter μ designating the zooming.
One can easily check that T0;1 (no pan, no zoom) is
indeed the identity.
The special function G is the Gudermannian func-
tion [27] (Fig. 1), Johann Heinrich Lambert’s
“transcendent angle” [28] named after Christoph
Gudermann [29] by Arthur Cayley [30]. The Guder-
mannian function appears in the definition of the
Mercator projection [31] (Fig. 2):
M : S2 ↦ R2;Mα; ε  fu; vg  fα;G−1εg: (2)















which can be rewritten in terms of elementary
functions in a variety of ways. The function has many
convenient relations to exponential, trigonometric,
and hyperbolic functions. Convenient lists can be
found in various places [32].
This observation that the Gudermannian function
describes the Mercator map leads to the intuition re-
ferred to above.
Here is the heuristic: in a rigid rotation of the globe
about its polar axis the latitude circles remain invari-
ant, whereas the meridians are permuted among
each other. In the Mercator projection the latitude
circles are the lines v  constant, and the meridians
the lines u  constant; the rotation of the sphere ap-
pears as a translation of the plane in the u-direction.
Although there is no such thing as an isotropic
scaling on the sphere, it is no problem to apply an
isotropic scaling to the plane. Such a scaling
preserves the images of the latitude circles and meri-
dians. An inverse Mercator map then defines a “scal-
ing” of the sphere. The scaling is conformal at the
equator, and it preserves the latitude circles and
meridians. This immediately leads to the definition
of the transformations T α0;μα; ε introduced above.
In the case of horizon scanning, the “meridians”
are the verticals and the “latitude circles” are the
horizontals, among the latter the one with an eleva-
tion of zero represents the horizon. The transforma-
tions Tα0;μα; ε allow panning and zooming in such a
way that the field of view rotates rigidly, thus
satisfying the basic condition.






 μfω; 0g; (4)
which implies that the pan indeed induces a rigid
rotation. Hence,
Conclusion 2 Condition 1 can be satisfied
perfectly for arbitrary magnification in the limited
case of unidirectional scanning.
Notice that the angular velocity of the field of view
is the magnification μ times the angular velocity ω of
the optic array. It is convenient to think of the azi-
muth as running from −∞ to ∞ with periodicity
2π, then the periodicity in the image becomes 2μπ.
For telescopes, this is hardly important, of course,





T α0;μα; ε  fμ; 0g; (5)Fig. 1. Graph of the Gudermannian function Gz.
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∂
∂ε
T α0;μα; ε  f0; μ secεsechμG−1εg; (6)
where the derivative with respect to the elevation
reduces to μ at the horizon. Thus, at the horizon,
the transformation is conformal with magnification
factor μ.
Away from the horizon, the magnification becomes
increasingly anisotropic, and the ratio of the horizon-




μ2 − 1ε2 Oε4: (7)
For a high magnification telescope, the visible extent
of the elevation is limited, thus the maximum eleva-
tion is inversely proportional to the magnification.
For a 45° field at the ocular, the anisotropy for high
magnifications tends to sech π8 ≈ 0.927… at the edge
of the field.
Thus, the pan-and-zoom transformations Tα0;ε are
conformal at the horizon, and this (for generic terres-
trial telescopes) implies only minor anisotropy (less
than about 10%) at the upper and lower edges of the
field. Verticals appear vertical, and horizontals ap-
pear horizontal. A pan induces a rigid rotation of
the visual field at any magnification. Thus, such
imaging fully “corrects” for the globe effect during
horizon scans.
Of course, the actual implementation is expensive
since it implies non-spherical (cylindrical or toroidal)
optical elements. For various military applications,
such expense might be considered justifiable though.
B. Viewing in the Pictorial Mode
Humans are able to see in “pictorial” mode. In
Western culture pictures are a common means of
communication. This is very surprising from a physi-
cal perspective. Apparently, humans “automatically
correct” for effects of foreshortening and so forth
[11,33]. The “picture plane” is preconsciously ac-
cepted as a substitute for the optic array. There are
major challenges to psychology here that I will skip.
I will simply accept the empirical fact that—cer-
tainly, in our modern Western society—most people
at mature age can “see in pictorial mode”without any
explicit training.
I will identify themajor aspects of “pictorial” vision
so far as they are relevant to optical design, and I will
refrain from excursions into psychology. The most
relevant aspects are (although nobody really under-
stands how this comes about):
• The picture plane is perceived as the Euclidean
plane E2, irrespective of the precise viewpoint, if it is
not too oblique;
• Euclidean motions in the picture plane are
seen as distortionless, and Euclidean similarities
are seen as mere size changes. The (often rather
intricate [34,35]) structure of the “optical flow” at
the pupil is apparently “explained away” in visual
pre-awareness.
Again, I will not go into the psychology here, but
simply take these observations for granted and ex-
plore their consequences for optical design. Thus,
Condition 2 In the pictorial viewing mode, Euclid-
ean similarities in the picture plane are experienced
as distortionless. Distortionless panning requires a
translation in the picture plane.
In electro-optical systems, the user typically views
a planar, rectangular pictorial surface, say a liquid
crystal display. Such a picture can be seen in various
ways, as an array of colors, like a “graph,” or as a
“window” into some “pictorial space” [33]. In the case
of terrestrial telescopic viewing, one probably is in
the former mode since scenes tend to look “flat” with
depth hardly playing a role. These “modes of aware-
ness” are crucial from the user’s perspective,
although they are fully outside the scope of optical
engineering. Here, I will pursue the mode in which
the user is aware of a “flat picture.”
1. Horizon Scanning in the Pictorial Mode
For this case the obvious solution is to present the
image in theMercator projection. By way of a calibra-
tion, “unit magnification” can be related to the view-
ing distance d (say) to the screen. Then, the desired
imaging transformation is
Pα0;μ : S
2 ↦ R2;Pα0;μα; ε  fu; vg  μfα α0;G−1εg:
(8)
With these transformations, panning induces hori-
zontal translations and zooming induces isotropic ex-
pansions. There will be no globe effect. Thus,
Conclusion 3 In the pictorial mode a perfect
representation is possible. That is to say, it is possible
to let rigid rotations of the optic array give rise to
Euclidean translation–expansions in the picture
plane. This applies to arbitrary magnification.
This is an essentially perfect solution. Notice that
it works for any panning direction, not just horizon
scanning. Since the necessary pre-deformations can
Fig. 2. Mercator map. On the left is a regular rectangular grid
(square mazes) on the Mercator plane. The grid repeats periodi-
cally along the horizontal direction, while it stretches from minus
to plus infinity in the vertical. On the right is the pre-image of the
grid on the unit sphere. Notice that the mazes on the sphere are
square too, the Mercator projection is conformal. The verticals cor-
respond to the meridians and the horizontals to the latitude
circles.
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be implemented programmatically, this system can
be implemented at no additional cost. Changes in
panning direction can easily be accommodated on
the fly.
This type of imaging might well be of interest for
panoramic photography too. For the conventional ro-
tating slit camera, the required distortion can easily
be implemented optically because there is no need for
cylindrical elements.
C. Merits of Conventional Solutions
Conventional solutions were initially based on theo-
retical considerations. However, because this failed
to solve the problems users reported, the industry
now mainly depends upon ergonomic data. One
has accepted the fact that the theory of geometrical
optics is unable to come up with a principled solution.
I will discuss three proposed solutions that derive
from theoretical considerations. Together they pretty
much span the range of what may be encountered in
practice. None of these solutions yields a fully satis-
factory result.
1. Riemann Normal Coordinates
The optic array is parameterized through the azi-
muth α and elevation ε. Thus, ε  0 denotes the hori-
zon, ε  π2 the zenith, and ε  − π2 the nadir. I let
α  0, ε  0 denote the principal viewing direction.
In telescopic viewing, only a small, usually circular
region centered on the principal viewing direction
is of interest. It is convenient to parameterize this
patch with a polar coordinate system.
A conventional coordinate system consists of Rie-
mann normal coordinates [36]. It uses the angular
distance ρ of a fiducial point to the center fα; εg 
f0; 0g and the angle ϑ reckoned from the direction
to the left, going anticlockwise (as seen when looking
from the principal direction). Thus, ϑ  0 is left, ϑ  π2
the zenith, ϑ  π is right, and ϑ  − π2 the nadir
(Fig. 3).
Elementary trigonometry of the right angled
spherical triangle then yields
Q : S2↦RNC;
Qα; ε  farccoscos α cos ε;
arctansin α; tan εg (9)
and, conversely,
Q−1 :RNC↦ S2;
Q−1ϱ; ϑ  farctancos ϑ tan ϱ;
arcsinsin ϑ sin ϱg; (10)
where RNC stands for “Riemann normal
coordinates.”
The conventional methods transform the angular
distance from the principal viewing direction ρ in
various ways. They are most easily analyzed in terms
of the transformations Q−1ZQ, where Z imple-
ments the specific mapping.
2. Angle Condition
The angle condition simply scales the angle. Thus,
one has
Z :RNC↦RNC;
Zμϱ; ϑ  fμϱ; ϑg; (11)




sin α tanμ arccoscos α cos ε






sinμ arccoscos α cos ε tan ε




These equations are hardly of interest as such,
I merely print them to suggest the type of complica-
tion involved. The pursuit of various consequences
of such formulas soon leads to extreme complications
and certainly blocks the intuition. In practice,
one switches to numerical studies, although—
fortunately—on the basis of exact expressions.
Perhaps the most interesting consequence is the
origin of the globe effect. The optical flow for unit
angular speed is
Φα; ε  ∂
∂t
Q−1ZQωt; ε‖t0;ω1; (13)
which yields an expression that is rather too long and
uninsightful to print here. What is of primary inter-
est here are the deviations from a uniform flow, thus
one considers Ψα; ε  Φα; ε −Φ0; 0, where
Φ0; 0  fm; 0g, the “secondary flow pattern.”
For comparison one may consider the optical flow
field for an actual sphere rotating about the vertical,
and viewed frontally, in orthographic (distant) pro-
jection. The occurrence of the globe effect evidently
depends upon the similarity of the observed flow field
to the flow field of an actual rotating globe. The flow
field induced by panning and zooming is not even an
“optical flow” field in the usual sense, that is to say, it
does not correspond to some rigid body in motion.
Thus, a “rolling ball” (or any object in rigid motion)
is at best a partial interpretation; it has to be aug-
mented with some nonrigid “liquid-like” deforma-
tions. However, one needs to take this with a large
grain of salt. Any coarse similarity is likely to induce
the impression of something familiar, like a “rolling
ball,” in human observers.
It is not obvious how one might define a metric to
indicate the deviation. What is easy to specify is the
overall magnitude of the flow in some reasonable
metric.
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Since the expressions are very complicated, it is
perhaps more interesting to consider concrete
examples.
3. Tangent Condition
The tangent condition scales the tangent of the
angle. Thus, one has
Z :RNC↦RNC;
Zμϱ; ϑ  farctanμ tanϱ; ϑg;
Zμϱ; ϑ ≈







where μ denotes the magnification.
The tangent condition was pushed by Boegehold
[6] on the basis of arguments that make perfect sense
for the case of photographic reproduction of planar
objects. For general photography, it leads to images
in perfect linear perspective, which has become the
conventional standard with very minor exceptions
such as fisheye photographs [37] and panoramic pho-
tographs by means of the rotating slit camera [38].
(In the latter case, the tangent condition is usually
fulfilled for the verticals.)
Although linear perspective is generally equated
with “distortion free” imaging, even informal empiri-
cal observations plead against this. Most people
spontaneously experience wide-angle photographs
as “distorted” and tele-photographs as “unnaturally
flat.” It is hard to think of reasons why anyone would
attempt to satisfy the tangent condition for the case
of terrestrial telescopes.
One can readily derive equations similar to
Eq. (12), but it is hardly useful to print them.
Instead, we consider a concrete example.
4. Helmholtz’s Stereographic Projection
von Helmholtz [3] pursued the consequences of List-
ing’s Law of eye movements. Listing observed that
the human observer does not use all degrees of
freedom of ocular motility, although the muscular
anatomy and physiology would easily permit that.
Apparently, the brain imposes a constraint that lim-
its the motility to only two degrees of freedom. This
has the advantage that the group of eye rotations is
abelian, whereas the full rotation group is not. Helm-
holtz noticed that this implies that the curves in the
visual field that can be moved within themselves by
an eye movement are the pre-images of the straight
lines in a stereographic projection of the visual field
onto a plane perpendicular to the principal visual
direction. An immediate consequence, famously
illustrated by von Helmholtz, is that objectively
straight lines “should appear curved.” Whether this
is indeed the case is still somewhat questionable. The
curvature only appears in verywide visual fields, and
it is apparently different for different observers. It
depends on the viewing mode and fixation strategies.
Anyway, the Helmholtz suggestion straightfor-



















where μ denotes the magnification.
Again, one can readily derive equations similar to
Eq. (12), but it is hardly useful to print them. In-
stead, we consider a concrete example.
5. Comparison of the Various Conditions
Although the various conditions are indeed mutually
different, they are very small for small fields of view
as in the case of terrestrial telescopy (Fig. 4). Indeed,
the optical flow fields are all similar, roughly resem-
bling a rigid rotation. However, it is exactly the small
deviations that appear to irritate many users. In
Fig. 3. Gray grid shows the meridians (constant azimuth α) and
the latitude circles (constant elevation ε). The black grid shows
Riemann normal coordinates. The radial curves show constant di-
rection (constant ϑ) and the circular loops constant distance from
the principal viewing direction (constant ϱ). Any rectangular
spherical triangle with sides composed of the horizon, a meridian,
and a constant direction ϑ immediate yields Eqs. (9) and (10).
Fig. 4. Deformations for the angle condition (drawn line), the tan-
gent condition (stippled line), and the Helmholtz stereographic
condition (dashed line) for a magnification factor of μ  2.
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Fig. 5, we illustrate the secondary flow patterns for
telescopes with a magnification of 8× and a field of
view of 8° diameter.
Notice how different these patterns are. Which
one is the less irritating to the majority of users?
Empirical ergonomics is evidently the only
“key” here.
3. Conclusions
I have introduced the notion of modes of seeing and
used it to analyze two cases of terrestrial telescopy,
namely, the case of scanning with binoculars, which
was used as an “extension of the eye” example, and
the case of viewing a real-time updated electro-
optical display. Either case requires its own condition
to be met for “distortionless” viewing.
I have been able to show that such a condition can-
not in general be satisfied in the case of terrestrial
telescopy. Fortunately, it proves to be possible to sat-
isfy the condition for certain limited cases. Perhaps
themost important case is that of “horizon scanning,”
which is of immediate importance in marine and bat-
tle field applications. In this case, distortionless
viewing, i.e., no “globe effect,” can be implemented
for any degree of magnification. However, implemen-
tation requires the introduction of cylindrical ele-
ments, thus greatly complicating the design of
binoculars.
There exist additional potential applications that I
ignored in this study. One important instance is that
ofminification instead of magnification. Minification
is important in case one desires to see the whole in-
stead of the part. A common application is painting.
The historic device was the “Claude glass,”which has
been very important in the history of the practice of
the visual arts. A contemporary “Claude glass” could
easily be implemented on an iPad or iPhone fitted
with a fisheye lens. Our analysis could be applied
without essential change, and it would make a great
“app” for use by plein air landscape painters.
In the case of viewing by way of an electro-optical
system, it is easily possible to arrive at a perfect
solution. Moreover, this can be implemented cheaply
by programmatic means.
The conditions 1 and 2 are distinct because they
depend upon different “modes of seeing.”
The suggestion that optical design for subjective
use should consider such modes of seeing—and not
just the anatomy of the eye—is perhaps the most im-
portant general conclusion from this study.
This work was supported by the Methusalem pro-
gram by the Flemish Government (METH/08/02)
through an award to Johan Wagemans.
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